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In recent years, thanks to several space probes, we’ve obtained a lot of information about the 

Saturn’s satellites, but nevertheless they’re considered by scientists as very mysterious bodies. 

Today we would like to explain the reason why we believe Cassini should observe the occultation 

of satellites Rhea and Tethys, where the latter will pass behind Rhea.  

Here is what we know today about these two mysterious satellites .Rhea was discovered by the 

Italian astronomer Cassini in 1672 and is the second moon of Saturn in size. It's a small, cold world, 

covered with craters and composed for three quarters of ice and rock. This moon is covered by 

grooves which can reach tens or hundreds of kilometers long. The photographs depicting the 

presence of canyons were demonstrated by Cassini, thanks to which, over the years we have 

received more and more information. In the 26 November 2010 the Cassini spacecraft detected 

around Rhea an atmosphere composed of oxygen and carbon dioxide, influenced by Saturn's 

magnetic field. 

Tethys was discovered by Cassini in 1684 and is composed almost entirely of ice, while in the past 

was believed to be partially liquid. The surface of Tethys is one of the most reflective in the Solar 

System. We stress that we have more information about Rhea than Tethys, due to the fact that Rhea 

was observed directly and very closely several times, while Tethys has not been observed with the 

same frequency. 

We believe it is advisable to look at Cassini (with 27 photos taken every 60 seconds) this 

occultation because these observations could allow us to study their orbits as a result of constant 

change, therefore possibly identify past events that have characterized these two satellites and 

hopefully provide us with a ground theory for future phenomena. This observation could also be 

used as a case study for similar events on satellites of other planets, when observed from Earth. 

Also this will be a unique event, especially if we consider the fact that there is the chance to have 

Cassini satellite on the way! 

And let's not forget that this observations could provide important clues to find out the cause of the 

presence of "scratches tiger", i.e. red stripes found on the surface of Tethys. 

Thanks to this proximity to Rhea, Cassini will have a further opportunity to study accurately its 

recently discovered atmosphere, and its changes over a short period of time. 

So why not give us this unique opportunity to provide an answer to all our question? 


